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Abstract

A methodology for predicting noise and vibration of machines and their support structures is presented.
Included is a heuristic energy-based criterion to assess the importance of dynamic coupling between a
mechanism and its support structure based on a simplified analysis of a mechanism operating on a rigid
base, which neglects the coupling. Also included is an analysis method that considers the coupling and to be
used when the criterion reveals important coupling. The methodology is implemented using highly idealized
closed form and more elaborate numerical descriptions and is checked against vibration and sound
measurements of a plate subjected to periodic impacts by balls and a beam that rattles within a clearance
bearing. The energy-based criterion is found to indicate situations in which mechanism-support coupling
affects noise radiation. In some cases the coupling is observed to significantly affect vibration and noise
radiation of the support structure, while having a relatively minor effect on mechanism response. Both the
simple closed form and numerical descriptions are found to predict noise trends due to variations in
machine speed and bearing clearance, and the numerical descriptions more accurately predict overall and
band levels of noise radiation.
r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

This paper presents a methodology for predicting impact-induced noise produced by machine
systems and their supporting structures. In many machine systems, noise is radiated from
vibration of supporting structures and enclosures with large surface areas that are excited by the
motion of the machine. In particular, impacts within clearances between the machine elements or
the work, such as in punch presses or printers, can produce loud, high-frequency noise in this
manner.
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Noise prediction techniques are available for machine systems with linear dynamic behavior
such as supporting structures. Finite Element and Boundary Element Analysis are well suited for
low-frequency applications where a small number of system modes dominate the system response
[1,2]. Statistical energy analysis (SEA) is a complementary method suited for high frequencies
where a large number of modes participate in the system response [3,4]. Such linear methods do
not well describe the non-linear dynamic behavior found in machine systems with large kinematic
motions or impacts in connections with clearance or backlash. Moreover, techniques suited for
machine systems with non-linear dynamic behavior do not readily accommodate supporting
structures. Techniques that model the noise and vibration of mechanisms with distributed mass
and flexibility, time-varying kinematic configurations, and impacts include the support structure
with the heavy burden of time integrating the response of numerous support structure modes in
the audible frequency range [5,6].

The methodology presented here targets machine systems consisting of mechanisms with non-
linear behavior and their support structures. The methodology provides a general framework for
predicting radiated noise and vibration, ranking noise contributions, and assessing noise trends
due to varying system parameters based on physical principals. The intent is to make predictions
useful to the practicing engineer based on design drawings. This means that overall radiated noise
levels should be predicted within 3 dB, and the most accurate prediction of band levels should fall
in the 500–10,000Hz band emphasized by A-weighting, as A-weighted levels have been linked to
hearing loss [7].

A valuable feature of the methodology is the ability to assess the importance of dynamic
coupling between a mechanism and its support structure without simulating this coupling. This is
accomplished using a heuristic energy-based criterion determined from the response of the
mechanism operating on a rigid base. If the coupling is unimportant, the rigid base analysis serves
as the basis for predictions of noise radiation. If the coupling is important, a coupled analysis that
considers the dynamic coupling between the mechanism and support structure must be done
before making acoustic predictions. In short, the hueristic coupling criterion uses a decoupled
analysis to assess the importance of the coupling and the usefulness of the decoupled analysis for
predicting noise radiation.

The methodology can be implemented using various modelling approaches, and two
approaches are presented here. A simple closed form approach idealizes mechanisms as rigid
members and describes support structures in terms of average multi-modal behavior. A more
elaborate numerical approach describes the clearance connections, non-linear kinematics, and
distributed mass and flexibility of mechanisms using ASSET [8], and uses a combination of elastic
and modal average descriptions for support structures. Modal average descriptions are used
because of the response variability of nominally alike structures [9,10]. The elastic–modal average
combination provides a support structure description that can be coupled to a non-linear dynamic
description of a mechanism to predict structural vibration and noise radiation over the audible
spectrum.

Predictions by the methodology are compared to measured data for two systems. One system is
a plate bombarded by steel balls; the other is a hinged beam that rattles within an instrumented
clearance bearing. The energy-based criterion using rigid base analysis is found to indicate the
importance of coupling between mechanism and support structure for both systems. Mechanism-
support coupling is found to affect acoustic radiation significantly more than mechanism response
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in the two systems considered. The simple closed form and more elaborate numerical modelling
approaches are found to be comparable in predicting sensitivity of noise radiation to system
parameters, and the numerical approach is found to be more accurate in predicting overall and
band levels than the simple approach.

2. The noise prediction methodology

Impacts that occur in a machine’s clearance connections and with the machine’s work can excite
vibrations in the machine, its support structure, and its enclosures. The vibrations in turn radiate
noise. A machine system is partitioned into a mechanism and a support structure to model this
process. The support structure can include machine enclosures. The mechanism may experience
large displacements and arbitrary drive or impact forces. The support structure is restricted to
small displacement vibrations. The mechanism and support structure interact dynamically at
coupling nodes of the mechanism and ports of the support structure; see Fig. 1. Coupling of the
two subsystems through the air is neglected. The mechanism is composed of links that may be
assumed rigid or elastic. The nominal motion of the links is defined by a set of coordinates
H ¼ ½y1yyM �T: Perturbations of the links, due to joint motions within clearances and elastic
motion of the links, from their nominal motions are described by a set of perturbation coordinates
q ¼ ½q1yqN �T [8].

The support structure is represented by SEA subsystems. SEA subsystems are groups of similar
modes, typically representing a geometrically idealized part of a linear dynamic system [3].
Adjacent subsystems are directly coupled to the mechanism at ports. Velocities at the ports are
contained in a vector v ¼ ½vT1yvTNa

�T in which the subscript denotes the adjacent support
subsystem. Remote subsystems are excited into vibration by other subsystems and are indirectly
coupled to the mechanism. Weak coupling is assumed between all subsystems, a standard SEA
assumption.

A key feature of the methodology is the treatment of dynamic coupling between a mechanism
and its support structure; see Fig. 2. First, a decoupled analysis of the mechanism operating on a
rigid base is performed, which neglects the coupling. A heuristic energy-based criterion then
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assesses the validity of the decoupled analysis, based on the results of the rigid base decoupled
analysis. If deemed valid by the criterion, the results are used to determine sound radiation. If not,
a coupled analysis that considers mechanism-support coupling is performed, and its results are
used to determine sound radiation.

2.1. Decoupled analysis

As described above, analysis begins by neglecting the dynamic interactions between the
mechanism and the support structure; see Fig. 2. The mechanism dynamic response is calculated
with a flexible support structure replaced by a rigid base. The blocked coupling loads on the rigid
base are then applied to the support structure in a separate linear dynamic analysis of the support
structure. The general form of the equations of motion for the mechanism is

MðHÞ.qþGðH; ’HÞ’qþ KðH; ’H; .HÞq ¼ Qðq; ’q;H; ’HÞ ð1Þ
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in which q contains perturbation displacements of the links with respect to their motion, Q
contains generalized forces on the link nodes which describe impact, gravity, and mechanism
driving forces, M is a mass matrix, G is an effective non-linear damping matrix describing
structural damping and Coriolis effects, and K is an effective non-linear stiffness matrix describing
structural, centrifugal, and acceleration stiffness effects. The M, G, and K are time-varying, non-
linear matrices which depend on the configuration H of the mechanism. The mechanism
description is obtained in this work using ASSET, which uses finite element descriptions of the
links of a mechanism [8]; other mechanism dynamic modelling methods could be used as well.

It is convenient to partition Eq. (1) as follows:

MII MIC

MCI MCC

" #
.qI

.qC

( )
þ

GII GIC

GCI GCC

" #
’qI

’qC

( )
þ

KII KIC

KCI KCC

" #
qI

qC

( )
¼

QI

QC

( )
; ð2Þ

where superscripts I and C denote internal and coupling partitions. A coupling node of a
mechanism interacts with a support structure; an internal node does not. The equation of motion
for a mechanism operating on a rigid base is found by setting the coupling perturbations qC to
zero:

MII .qI þ GII ’qI þ KIIqI ¼ QI : ð3Þ

The loads exerted on the rigid base by the mechanism are obtained during time integration
using the internal perturbations and the cross coupling stiffness matrix:

cðtÞ ¼ KCIqI : ð4Þ

The blocked loads cðtÞ are indexed by the subsystems that they excite: cðtÞ ¼ ½c1ðtÞycNa
ðtÞ�T; in

which Na is the number of adjacent support subsystems.
The response of the support structure is then found by applying the blocked forces to the

support structure. The assumption of small displacements permits use of linear theory. The
Fourier spectrum of the blocked forces cðtÞ is obtained using spectrum estimation techniques [11].
The result is a vector of complex force components: *LðoÞ ¼ ½ *L

T

1 ðoÞy *L
T

Na
ðoÞ�T; in which the tilde

indicates a complex quantity. The power delivered to each adjacent subsystem is then found by

Pa
kðoÞ ¼

1
2
Ref *L

H

k ðoÞ *YkðoÞ *LkðoÞg; k ¼ 1;y;Na; ð5Þ

in which superscript H denotes conjugate transpose (Hermitian), Re is the real part operator, and
*Yk is a mobility matrix containing ratios of complex velocity and force amplitudes for an adjacent
subsystem. In using Eq. (5), the dynamic effects of coupling across subsystem boundaries have
been neglected by the weak coupling assumption. The subsystem powers PkðoÞ are aggregated in
bands and excite a SEA model of the support structure. The energy in each support subsystem is
then found by inverting the SEA equation [3]:

og
Ea

Er

( )
¼

Pa

0

( )
; ð6Þ

where g is a matrix of damping and coupling loss factors [3]. The vector Ea ¼ ½Ea
1ðocÞyEa

Na
ðocÞ�T

contains adjacent subsystem energies, Er ¼ ½Er
1ðocÞyEr

Nr
ðocÞ�T contains remote subsystem

energies, and Pa ¼ ½Pa
1ðocÞyPa

Na
ðocÞ�T contains adjacent subsystem powers, all referenced to

the analysis bands by center frequency oc: The zero vector of length Nr in Eq. (6) is present
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because by assumption no power is delivered to remote subsystems by direct coupling with the
mechanism. The SEA assumption of incoherent excitation across subsystems may be violated by
coherent mechanism loads on the support structure; this assumption has often been violated in
past work [3].

A variety of descriptions can be used for the support subsystem mobility matrix *Yk of Eq. (5).
In this paper, elastic and modal average resonant descriptions are combined for a subsystem k,

*Yk ¼ Kk=ioþ *Y
	1

N;k

h i	1

; ð7Þ

in which the stiffness matrix Kk describes elastic behavior and the mobility matrix *YN;k describes
the behavior of multiple resonant modes averaged over frequency and drive and response
location. The modal average mobility matrix *YN;k is most conveniently derived from an infinite
system obtained by extending the finite subsystem to infinity in directions of wave propagation
[12,3,13]. Eq. (7) expresses elastic behavior at low frequencies and resonant multi-modal behavior
at high frequencies.

2.2. Coupling criterion

The rigid base decoupled analysis neglects the dynamic coupling between the mechanism and its
support structure to greatly simplify the analysis, but it also reduces modelling accuracy. An
energy-based criterion is evaluated to assess the decoupled analysis. The criterion compares the
mechanism and support energies predicted by decoupled analysis. The mechanism and support
are expected to be essentially decoupled from one another when

/EsuppS
/EmechS

o1; ð8Þ

where /EmechS is the energy of a mechanism operating on a rigid base and /EsuppS is the energy
of the support structure resulting from application of blocked port forces; the brackets indicate an
average taken over times when a blocked load on the rigid base is non-zero. The coupling criterion
is motivated by the limiting case of a rigid support structure, which has zero energy. An appealing
feature of the coupling criterion is its simplicity in dealing with non-linear configuration-
dependent behavior. An impedance-based criterion would be more complicated, involving
multiple comparisons at various mechanism configurations and link contact conditions. The
energy of the mechanism is given by

/EmechS ¼ 1
2
/’qTMðHÞ’qSþ 1

2
/qTKðH; ’H; .HÞqS; ð9Þ

in which the terms on the right-hand side are the kinetic and potential energies of the mechanism,
and the configuration dependence has been made explicit. The support structure energy is

/EsuppS ¼
X

k

Ek; ð10Þ

where Ek are the subsystem energies obtained by solving Eq. (6). The SEA solution provides the
average support structure energy over the simulated operating time. If the loads on the rigid base
are not continuous in time, the support energy is increased by the proportion of time during which
loads are applied. If the coupling criterion of Eq. (8) is satisfied, the rigid base simulation is
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deemed useful and is used to determine noise radiation. The time and surface averaged square of
surface normal velocities /v2

l S of mechanism link l are found by suitable averaging. The mean
square velocities of the support structure subsystems are given by /v2

l S ¼ Ek=Mk in which Mk

and Ek are the mass and energy of support subsystem k: Radiated sound power is then obtained
by assuming that system components radiate independently:

P ¼ r0c
X
links

slSl v2
l

� 	
þ
X

support

skSk v2
k

� 	 !
; ð11Þ

in which r0 and c are the density and speed of sound in air, S is radiating surface area, and s is
radiation efficiency. Independent radiation is approximated, for design purposes, when
components are separated by more than one-tenth of an acoustic wavelength [4,14,15]. In
addition, noise contributions by nominal mechanism motion and ejection of air from joint
clearances have been omitted because they typically are negligible [5].

2.3. Coupled analysis

In the event that the coupling criterion of Eq. (8) is not satisfied, a more accurate coupled
analysis is performed that considers interaction between the mechanism and its support structure.
The adjacent subsystems of the support structure, which couple directly with the mechanism, are
represented by impulse response functions, as permitted by the small amplitude displacement
assumption. The effects of remote subsystems on interactions between the mechanism and
support structure are neglected by the assumption of weak coupling between subsystems.

The steps in coupled analysis following time integration nearly mimic those of decoupled
analysis, see Fig. 2. The only difference is that port forces and velocities are both available in
coupled analysis and the power delivered to a support structure subsystem is

PkðoÞ ¼ 1
2
Re LH

k Vk

� 
; ð12Þ

in which LkðoÞ and VkðoÞ are the Fourier force and velocity spectra for the ports of subsystem k,
and superscript H denotes complex conjugate.

The adjacent support subsystems that couple directly with the mechanism may be represented
as impedance or mobility elements. In the mobility representation, loads are imposed on the
support structure, and the support structure responds with velocities. In the impedance
representation, velocities are imposed on the support structure, and the support structure
responds with loads. The choice between a mobility or impedance representation is based on
analytical convenience. Impulse response functions for the mobility description are generally
easier to derive because they follow directly from the equation of motion. In either case, causality
must be preserved to time integrate machine system response: a support mobility element must
interact with mechanism compliance or resistance, and a support impedance element must interact
with mechanism inertia.

2.3.1. Support mobility representation

When a support subsystem is represented by a mobility element, a mechanism exerts
generalized forces QC against the support, producing port velocities in the support structure,

v ¼ y 
QC ; ð13Þ
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in which yðtÞ is a symmetric matrix containing ‘‘mobility response functions.’’ Since coupling
between support subsystems is assumed weak, yðtÞ is a block diagonal matrix yðtÞ ¼ diagðy1yyNa

Þ
where ykðtÞ is the mobility response matrix for adjacent support subsystem k that contains velocity
responses to impulses of applied loads. The mobility response functions used in this paper
combine elastic and modal average dynamic descriptions,

ykðtÞ ¼
d

dt
K	1

k dðtÞ þ y
N;kðtÞ; ð14Þ

in which dðtÞ is the Dirac Delta function, Kk is a subsystem stiffness matrix, and y
N;kðtÞ is a matrix

of modal average mobility response functions derived from the infinite system associated with the
finite subsystem. When using the mobility representation, the ASSET equation, Eq. (1), is
supplemented with an expression for the interaction forces QC between a mechanism and its
support structure:

’Q
C
¼

	K½y*Q
C þ R	1QC þ ’qC �; gðQC ; qC 	 w; dÞ > 0;

0; otherwise;

(
ð15Þ

in which qC contains mechanism coupling node displacements, w ¼
R
v dt contains support port

displacements, d contains joint clearances, and matrices K and R describe elasticity and resistance
between mechanism coupling nodes and support structure ports and have the same block diagonal
structure as the mobility response matrix yðtÞ: The symbol * denotes the convolution operator.
The function g describes the joints between a mechanism and its support structure. For clearance
joints, g is a non-linear function that ensures that interaction loads are repulsive and occur during
mechanism–support contact; examples can be found in Ref. [16]. The mobility support
representation is used for the Ball Drop System described in Section 3.

2.3.2. Support impedance representation
When a support is represented using the impedance representation, the generalized forces QC in

the ASSET Equation, Eq. (2), are expressed as

QC ¼
z* ’q

C ; hðqCÞXd;

0; otherwise;

(
ð16Þ

in which d is a vector of joint clearances, h is a function that describes the (possibly non-linear)
joint between the mechanism and the support structure, and zðtÞ is a symmetric matrix of
‘‘impedance response functions’’ that describe the loads that develop in response to velocity
impulse while all but the driven degree of freedom (d.o.f.) are held fixed. The matrix zðtÞ has the
same block diagonal structure as the mobility response function matrix yðtÞ: The impedance
response functions used here combine elastic and modal average descriptions for subsystem k:

zkðtÞ ¼ zN;kðtÞ þ
Z
KkdðtÞ dt; ð17Þ

in which Kk is a stiffness matrix, and zN;kðtÞ is a matrix of modal average impedance response
functions. The impedance support representation is used for the Impact Beam System described in
Section 4.
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3. The Ball Drop System

The Ball Drop System is a simple system that provides a first test for the noise prediction
methodology. The Ball Drop System is pictured in Fig. 3. Balls are expelled periodically from a
hopper by a reciprocating plunger and fall onto an inclined plate supported at its corners by
elastic cords. The 9.53mm diameter steel balls were expelled at a rate of 2Hz and hit the plate
with a normal velocity of 3.9 m/s. Two aluminum plates were used. Each are 0.4 m� 0.32m and
with thicknesses 6.4 and 12.7mm. Felt was applied to the back of the plates to provide damping.
Loss factors of the fundamental plate modes were measured to be 0.012 for the 6.4 mm thick plate
and 0.0055 for the 12.7mm thick plate.

Sound power was experimentally obtained using the reverberant room method, which uses
measurements of sound pressure and room decay to determine radiated sound power [17]. The
Ball Drop System was set up in the reverberant room at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
in Huntsville, Alabama. Sound pressure was measured at 10 points in the room while balls were
periodically hitting the plate. The sound pressure measurements were statistically aggregated; the
mean sound pressure was then related to the sound power through the measured decay rate of the
room [17,13]. The decay rate was determined from four measured sound pressure decay histories
that were excited by an explosive charge. Decay rates were fitted to envelopes of the decay
histories obtained by dividing the decay into time intervals and forming the mean square pressure
in each interval. The four resulting decay rates were then statistically combined. The error bars in
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the plots below are equal to one standard deviation of the mean and express uncertainty due to
variations in spatial sound pressure and decay rate.

3.1. Analysis

The simplicity of the Ball Drop System lends itself to simple closed form analysis. The coupled
analysis of the Ball Drop System with a flexible baseplate is only moderately more complicated
than the decoupled analysis with a rigid baseplate. For this reason, the decoupled analysis of the
Ball Drop System is presented as a limiting case of the coupled analysis.

In the framework of the methodology, the balls comprise the mechanism and the plate
comprises the support structure. The ball is modelled as a point mass because its fundamental
period of vibration is much shorter than the duration of impact. The plate is modelled as a single
subsystem of plate bending modes. The elastic cords are neglected since the resonant frequency of
the plate bouncing on the cords is well below audible frequencies. The plate is represented as a
mobility element with response function yðtÞ ¼ dðtÞ=RN; where RN ¼ 4rcch

2=
ffiffiffi
3

p
is the modal-

average drive point resistance of a plate in which r; h; and cc are the density, thickness, and bulk
speed of the plate [3]. The ball and plate interact through an impact force normal to the plate. The
deformation near the contact point between the ball and plate is modelled by a linearized Hertzian
contact stiffness of 30� 106 N/m [13]. Applying Eqs. (1) and (15) gives a differential equation for
impact force Q between the ball and plate,

.Q þ 2zob
’Q þ o2

bQ ¼ 0; ð18Þ

where ob ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=m

p
is the bounce frequency of a ball against a very thick plate that deforms only

near the contact point (14.6 kHz for the Ball Drop System), and z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
km

p
=2RN is a rebound

indicator; balls rebound when z > 1: The force pulse due to one impact is obtained by solving
Eq. (18) subject to initial conditions of Qð0Þ ¼ 0 and ’Qð0Þ ¼ kv0 in which v0 is the ball impact
velocity, and zeroing the force once contact is lost. The one-sided spectral density WPðf Þ of power
delivered to the plate can be found from the periodic train of these force pulses [9]:

WPðf Þ ¼ 2n Qð2pf Þ2
�� ��=RN; ð19Þ

in which n is the rate at which balls collide with the plate, and QðoÞ is the Fourier Transform of the
force pulse QðtÞ:

Qð2pf Þ

ðmv0Þ
2
¼

4e	pb cos½ðp=2ÞðOd 	 ibÞ�
�� ��2
½1 	 O2�2 þ 4z2O2

; zo1;

1

½1 	 O2�2 þ 4z2O2
; zX1;

8>>><
>>>:

ð20Þ

where O ¼ 2pf =ob; Od ¼ Oð1 	 z2Þ	1=2; and b ¼ zð1 	 z2Þ	1=2: The mean square velocity of the
plate is then found by Statistical Energy Analysis. With the assumption of negligible acoustic
damping, the mean square velocity of the plate of the Ball Drop System takes a simple form:
/v2S ¼

R
Df WPðf Þdf =ð2pfcZMÞ; where Z and M are the modal average loss factor and mass of the
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plate, Df is the analysis bandwidth, and fc is the band center frequency. The plate radiation is then
found using Eq. (11). The noise radiation from the balls is neglected because of a small 0.0048
ball-to-plate surface area ratio. A radiation efficiency for unbaffled plates is used since the plate is
not based by any surrounding structures [18].

Decoupled analysis of the Ball Drop System is obtained as a limiting case of the coupled
analysis by allowing the plate thickness to increase without bound, z-0:

3.2. Coupling criterion

The coupling criterion involves a ratio of mechanism and support energies evaluated during
impacts and based on decoupled analysis. Due to the duration and timing of the impacts and the
rate of vibration energy dissipation, less than 3% of the impact energy is dissipated during impact
and less than 10	5 of the plate energy delivered by the previous impact remains when the next
impact occurs. Therefore, the plate energy obtained by applying the rigid base impact force to the
flexible plate, required by the coupling criterion, is well approximated by
EsuppEð1=RNÞ

R p=ob

0 ½
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
km

p
v0 sinobt�2 dt ¼ pzmv2

0 in which the bracketed quantity is the impact
force of a ball on a rigid base. The total kinetic and potential energy of a bouncing ball during
impact is Emech ¼ mv2

0=2; since a rigid base does not draw energy from the ball. The coupling ratio
therefore is /EsuppS=/EmechS ¼ 2pz:

3.3. Results

Predictions and measurements of A-weighted radiated sound power in one-third octave bands
are compared in Figs. 4 and 5 for the 6.4mm and 12.7mm thick plates. The figures show that
radiated sound power is more accurately predicted at high frequencies than low frequencies. One-
third octave band levels predicted by coupled analysis are typically within 5–8 dB of measured
values at the lowest frequencies for both plate thicknesses. Accuracy generally improves with
frequency, and consistent 3 dB accuracy occurs when the one-third octave band mode count in the
plate reaches three; this happens at 2000Hz for the thin plate and at 4000 Hz for the thick plate.
The sawtooth feature of the measured radiation and the erratic prediction accuracy below these
transition frequencies is due to a low density of resonant modes in the plate. The average one-
third octave band mode counts fall below unity at roughly 630Hz for the 6.4mm plate and at
1250Hz for the 12.7mm plate. One-third octave bands below these frequencies are likely to
contain one or no resonating plate modes, but the modelling scheme, which statistically considers
only resonant behavior, allocates a fraction of a resonant mode in each band. Without resonant
modes, sound is radiated from non-resonant plate motion like the structural near field about the
impact point [19], and radiation falls to a local minimum below the mean predicted value. With
one resonant plate mode, the radiation peaks above the mean predicted value.

The low frequency predictions in Figs. 4 and 5 are biased high by roughly 5 dB, indicating that
the analysis fails to describe some phenomena. The modal average plate description and unbaffled
plate radiation efficiency, which are derived for simply supported boundary conditions, do not
exactly describe the behavior of each mode of the free plate like acoustic coupling between
radiating regions and spatial drive point dependence. Impact near a nodal region of the free plate,
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for example, would reduce the power accepted and radiated by the plate relative to the modal-
average prediction.

In spite of the bias in the low-frequency bands, prediction accuracy of overall A-weighted
radiated power does not suffer terribly because band level predictions are best in the high
frequency bands that dominate sound radiation. Coupled analysis predicts overall sound power
within 2 dB for both plates, as shown in Table 1.

The coupling criterion values listed in Table 1 are below unity and suggest that dynamic
coupling between the balls and plate has a weak effect on radiated sound. The closeness of the
radiated powers predicted by coupled and decoupled analysis, which are less than 2 dB apart,
confirms weak coupling. Coupled analysis gives lower sound power predictions because smaller
impact forces are developed against the flexible base of coupled analysis than the rigid plate of
decoupled analysis.

The results of the Ball Drop System have shown that the methodology predicts noise radiation
with useful engineering accuracy, especially at the high-frequency bands that contain high mode
counts and the bulk of sound radiation. The coupling criterion has passed its first test of
indicating coupling strength, based only on a decoupled rigid base analysis, which neglects this
coupling. The same conclusions, and some others, are drawn from the Impact Beam System
considered in the next section.
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4. The Impact Beam System

The Impact Beam System provides another test of the methodology on a more complex system
than the Ball Drop System. The Impact Beam System is pictured in Fig. 6. Its primary member is
a beam hinged by a flexure on one end and constrained by a clearance bearing at the other. The
two sides of the clearance bearing each contain a hemispherical steel cap backed by a piezoceramic
element that senses dynamic impact force. The beam is mounted on a 0.4 m� 0.32m� 6.4mm
baseplate which is supported by four legs mounted on a plywood base that is isolated from the
floor by foam. The beam is sinusoidally driven by a shaker and a connecting rod.
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Table 1

Performance of the coupling criterion for the Ball Drop System

Plate thickness (mm) Coupling criterion Overall sound power (dB(A))

Measured Coupled analyses Decoupled analysis

6.4 0.80 93.7 93.9 95.5

12.7 0.20 88.8 90.7 91.1
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Bearing forces and system vibration were measured during system operation using the
instrumentation shown in Fig. 7. Sound power was measured using the sound intensity method
[17]. An intensity probe was swept over a control surface consisting of a dowel frame cross woven
with string. The string divided the control surface into equal subareas, and an equal amount of
time was spent sweeping over each area to promote an unbiased measurement. The sweep rate was
kept slow, such that the distance moved by the probe during measurement time was much smaller
than the shortest acoustic wavelength of interest. Intensity measurements were repeated until the
standard deviation of mean overall intensity level, summed over frequency and the subareas, was
less than 0.5 dB; this required 3–5 sweeps. Sound power was then obtained by multiplying the
summed intensity spectrum by the area of the control surface. Plots of sound power and other
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dynamic variables in this section show error bars that represent one standard deviation of the
mean.

Loss factors for the Impact Beam System were obtained experimentally with the Impact Beam
System assembled and were used as model parameters. Measured loss factors for the assemblage
consisting of the beam, connecting rod, and shaker range from 0.006 to 0.1 over frequency, the
high values arising from electrical losses in the shaker coil; loss factor values for the assembled
yoke, yoke support, beam support, and baseplate range from 0.005 to 0.01.

4.1. Analysis

Following the framework of the methodology, the impact beam system is partitioned. The
yoke, yoke support, beam support, and baseplate comprise the mechanism, and the baseplate
comprises the support structure. The legs supporting the baseplate are assumed dynamically and
acoustically unimportant and are not modelled. The baseplate is represented as a plate bending
subsystem. The mechanism and support interact at a pair of mechanism coupling nodes and a pair
support ports that are joined together; see Fig. 8. Only vertical interactions are considered. Noise
radiated by the yoke, yoke support, and beam support is neglected.

The methodology is implemented using the simple and numerical modelling approaches. The
simple approach involves extensive idealizations to allow application of the closed form
expressions used for the Ball Drop System to the Impact Beam System. The numerical approach
uses finite element descriptions to express the distributed mass and flexibility of the Impact Beam
System and numerical time integration to describe multiple impacts per operating cycle.

4.1.1. Numerical modelling approach
In the numerical modelling approach, the beam, beam support, yoke, and yoke support are

represented as one mechanism link. A single link representation is possible because the nominal
configuration of the Impact Beam System is static during operation; in other words, perturbations
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from the nominal static configuration adequately describe system motion. A finite element
representation of the single ‘‘link’’ was obtained using ADINA [20]. The connecting rod is
represented as a point mass because its lowest resonance was experimentally found to be 70Hz,
well above the 10Hz operating speed. The shaker is modelled as a spring and dashpot in parallel,
the stiffness (4900N/m) and resistance (32 kg/s) of which were inferred from measured natural
frequency (24 Hz), loss factor (1.0), and mass (0.22 kg) of the beam-connecting rod-shaker
assembly and an assumed rigid body rotation of the beam about its flexure.

The size of the finite element representation was then reduced using component mode synthesis
(CMS). A study of the number of CMS vibratory modes retained in the mechanism description
revealed a large change in predicted time-integrated system response when adding one CMS mode
and relatively minor changes thereafter [13]. The results discussed below use a single vibratory
CMS mode.

Interface loads applied to the mechanism include excitation and impact forces, which are
applied to interface nodes; see Fig. 8. The electromagnetic shaker force on the shaker coil is
applied to interface node 1. The amplitude of this sinusoidal force (7.6N) was determined from
current measurements and the shaker’s force–current constant. Impact forces between the beam
and the instrumented clearance bearing are related to the relative motion between the beam end
and the bearing:

Q3 ¼
	max½kbðq2 	 q3Þ þ rbð ’q2 	 ’q3Þ; 0�; q2 	 q3 > d=2;

0; otherwise;

(
ð21Þ

Q4 ¼
max½kbðq4 	 q2Þ þ rbð ’q4 	 ’q2Þ; 0�; q4 	 q2 > d=2;

0; otherwise;

(
ð22Þ

Q2 ¼ 	ðQ3 þ Q4Þ; ð23Þ

in which the function max( ) returns the maximum of its arguments and guarantees repulsive
impact forces; qi; ’qi and Qi are the vertical displacements, velocities and forces at interface node i;
d is the bearing clearance; and kb=16� 106 N/m and rb=5.3 kg/s are the bearing stiffness and
resistance from a linearized Hertzian contact analysis with an assumed bearing loss factor of 0.001
[13]. The mechanism interacts with the support structure at two vertical d.o.f., one under the beam
support and the other under the yoke support; see Figs. 6 and 8. Sound power radiated by the
beam is obtained using radiation efficiencies for beams [21,22]. Sound power radiated by the
baseplate was obtained using a radiation efficiency for plates [23]. A baffled plate model is used
because the scattering length of the beam support, yoke support, and four legs is on the order
(one-fourth) of the perimeter of the baseplate.

For decoupled analysis, a 2� 2 mobility matrix describes the baseplate, following Eq. (7). The
stiffness matrix K was obtained by finite element analysis, and the modal average mobility matrix
*YN is obtained from an infinite plate model, with elements

*YijðoÞ ¼
1

RN

½Hð1Þ
0 ðkbrijÞ 	 H

ð1Þ
0 ðikbrijÞ�; ð24Þ
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in which RN is the drive point resistance of an infinite plate, H
ð1Þ
0 is the Hankel Function of the

First Kind, rij is the distance between port d.o.f., and kb ¼ ðo=kccÞ
1=2 is the plate bending wave

number, where k and cc are the radius of gyration and bulk speed of the baseplate.
For coupled analysis, the inertia at the coupling nodes of the mechanism provided by the finite

element description allows an impedance representation for the baseplate. The impedance
response functions are obtained by approximately inverting and then Fourier transforming a
matrix of subsystem mobilities to give an analytic expression of the impedance response functions
in three steps. First, an element of an impedance matrix is decomposed:

*Zij ¼
*Li

*Vj

����� *Vk¼0;
kaj

¼
*Lj

*Vj

 !
*Li

*Lj

 !" #
*Vk¼0;
kaj

¼ *Zjj

*Li

*Lj

 !
*Vk¼0;
kaj

: ð25Þ

Then the force ratio is evaluated using reciprocity [3]:

*Li

*Lj

����� *Vk¼0;
kaj

¼ 	
*Vj

*Vi

���� *Lj¼0; *Vk¼0;
kaj

¼ 	
*Yij

*Yii

���� *Vk¼0;
kai;j

; ð26Þ

in which the right-hand side is a ratio of transfer and drive point mobilities with all but two port
d.o.f. immobilized (clamped). Combining these expressions and relaxing the clamping condition
gives *ZjjE1= *Yjj and

*ZijE
1= *Yii; i ¼ j;

	 *Yij=ð *Yii
*YjjÞ; iaj:

(
ð27Þ

The relaxation of the clamping is motivated by the weak dependence of higher order mode
dynamics on boundary conditions, which weakens with increasing frequency [24,25,3]. The
accuracy of this approximation is assessed by evaluating drive point and transfer impedances for
an infinite plate. The infinite plate mobilities given by Eq. (24) are inverted exactly and
approximately by Eq. (27). The approximation is within 10% for separations exceeding a
wavelength, kbrij > 2p; as seen in Fig. 9. Similar behavior is expected for modally dense finite
systems because of the previously described infinite system analogy. Evaluating Eq. (27) gives
impedance response functions for a plate subsystem [26,13]:

zNij ðtÞ ¼
RNdðtÞ; i ¼ j;

	
2

p
RN

p
2
	 F ðaijÞ

h i
dðtÞ 	

q
qt

F ðaijÞ
� �

uðtÞ
� �

; iaj;

8><
>: ð28Þ

in which F ðaijÞ ¼
R aij

0 ðsin x=xÞ dx and aij ¼ r2
ij=ð4kcctÞ; where rij is distance between the source

point j and the receiving point i; dðtÞ is the delta function, and uðtÞ is the unit step function.

4.1.2. Simple modelling approach
The simple approach involves a number of idealizations to allow application of closed form

expressions to the Impact Beam System. Numerical integration of a nonlinear dynamic system is
avoided by asserting that two well-defined impacts occur per shaker cycle, on the bottom and top
bearings, near times when the applied shaker force is zero. Further idealizations are that the
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bearing surfaces do not move prior to beam impact; the beam, pushrod, and shaker coil move as a
rigid assemblage because the shaker forcing frequency is well below the first resonance of the
assemblage; the shaker force changes linearly with time when the force is near zero; the baseplate
dominates radiation due to its large surface area; and structural damping far exceeds radiation
damping. With these idealizations, the Impact Beam System is modelled as a mass, stiffness, and
dashpot. The mass (0.11 kg) represents the rigid body rotation of the beam, pushrod, and shaker
coil assemblage about the beam flexure. The stiffness (30� 106 N/m) represents Hertzian contact
between the beam and bearing. The dashpot (1280 kg/s) represents the multi-bending mode
behavior in the baseplate. The velocity just before impact is found by assuming that the rigid
assemblage is at rest against one bearing surface before the shaker force moves it across the
clearance. The shaker force is linearized as POt; where P is the shaker force amplitude, O is the
operating speed in radians/s, and t is time. Time integrating the transient response controlled
largely by the beam mass gives z ¼ POt3=6m where m is the effective mass of the assemblage.
Impact velocity is found by solving this relationship for the time of impact and inserting the result
into an expression for velocity, giving v0 ¼ 1:65ðPO=mÞ1=3d2=3 in which d is clearance. Since the
kinetic energy of the assemblage at impact is proportional to the square of velocity and the rate of
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impacts is proportional to operating speed, the power delivered to the structure and the power
radiated as sound is proportional to d4=3 and O5=3: The remaining calculations of impact force,
baseplate velocity, and radiated power are identical to the coupled analysis of the Ball Drop
System.

4.2. Coupling criterion

The coupling criterion is evaluated using the results of decoupled analysis obtained by the
numerical modelling approach. Response of the coupled and decoupled models was time
integrated using Gear’s method [27]. Two 10Hz operating cycles were simulated. Start-up
transients were allowed to settle during the first cycle before writing dynamic variables for the disk
every 16 ms during the second cycle. The decoupled dynamic model had 25 d.o.f.; the coupled
model had 37 d.o.f. Computation time was the equivalent of less than 5 min for the decoupled
model and less than 15min for the coupled model on a modern workstation. Spectra were derived
from the simulated response by Welch’s method [11,27]. A 2048-point FFT with a 30.5Hz
resolution was used.

A coupling criterion of 480 was calculated using the time integrated results of the decoupled
analysis. The large value suggests that coupling between the beam mechanism and the baseplate is
important, in contrast with the Ball Drop System. Experimental and simulation results presented
below confirm the importance of this coupling.

4.3. Results

Predictions of bearing force, beam response, baseplate response, and sound radiation are
compared to measured data in the following. Predictions are made by decoupled (rigid base) and
coupled analysis using the ASSET numerical modelling approach [8] to describe the clearance
bearing, distributed mass, and flexibility of the Impact Beam System, along with combined elastic
and modal average descriptions of the baseplate. In addition, the simple modelling approach with
mechanism-support coupling included is implemented by making the simplifying idealizations
described above. The sensitivity of measured and predicted overall sound radiation to operating
speed, bearing clearance, and baseplate thickness is also examined.

4.3.1. Bearing force
Forces between the beam and clearance bearing were measured with specially made

piezoceramic force sensors at the upper and lower bearings. The force sensors contain
piezoceramic elements located directly behind steel hemispheres that can contact the beam.
Measured forces at the upper and lower bearings were summed together, as shown in Fig. 7.

Measured and predicted summations of upper and lower bearing force spectra are shown in
Fig. 10. The decoupled predictions are larger because the rigid base of decoupled analysis
effectively stiffens the system. The decoupled force spectra are generally 3 dB less accurate,
indicating that baseplate coupling has a minor effect on bearing force.

The coupled and decoupled predictions capture the general trend of the force spectrum, and
accuracy tends to increase with frequency. Below 2000Hz accuracy typically ranges from 5 to
10 dB; at and above 2000 Hz accuracy is within 5 dB. Missing features in the simulated bearing
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force, especially at low frequencies, arise from unmodelled dynamic phenomena, most probably in
the mechanism model, which has the most direct effect on bearing force. In addition, chaotic
response variations present in the non-linear Impact Beam System may not be captured in the two
operation cycles that were simulated [28].

The bearing force predicted by the simple analysis is less accurate than that of the coupled and
decoupled analysis. Simple predictions are high below 3000 Hz and low above 3000 Hz. Accuracy
suffers because of the neglect of multiple impacts and rattling associated with rebounds. Multiple
impacts on both sides of the bearing reduce the summed bearing force at low frequencies by
partial cancellation but tend to increase the force spectrum by summing incoherently at high
frequencies.

4.3.2. Beam vibration

Surface normal acceleration was measured at six points on the beam, time integrated, squared,
and spatially averaged to obtain mean square velocity. Beam nodal velocities produced by
coupled and decoupled simulations were similarly processed. The beam velocity of simple analysis
is obtained by dividing the impact force by radian frequency and the effective mass of the beam
assembly, which is assumed rigid. The beam velocity results in Fig. 11 are similar to the bearing
force results in terms of the relationship between the measured, coupled, decoupled and simple
values. Coupled and decoupled predictions usually differ by less than 3 dB, and mechanism
support coupling has a small effect on beam response. The notable difference between the bearing
force and beam vibration results is the behavior in the 16 and 20 kHz bands, where bearing force is
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over-predicted by 4 dB but beam vibration is under-predicted by 12–18 dB. This is probably due to
unmodelled longitudinal resonant behavior in the beam vibration support and yoke fixture. The
beam results also differ in that the coupled and decoupled analysis, and to some extent the simple
analysis, usually predict beam vibration more accurately than bearing force below 16 kHz,
suggesting that beam response is less sensitive to system parameters than bearing force. Offsetting
dynamic effects may be responsible for this result: system resonance reduces dynamic stiffness and
therefore bearing force, but the resonance also increases beam response to a given amount of
bearing force.

4.3.3. Baseplate vibration
Surface normal acceleration was measured at 12 points on the baseplate, integrated, squared,

and averaged to obtain mean square velocity. Baseplate vibration results are shown in Fig. 12.
There is similarity to the bearing force and beam vibration results in that the decoupled
predictions exceed coupled predictions, but the difference is substantially greater, usually more
than 10 dB. The large disparity indicates that baseplate response is quite sensitive to mechanism-
support coupling. This result is consistent with the coupling criterion, which suggests the
importance of this coupling. The coupled predictions, which include the coupling, are generally 5–
15 dB more accurate than the decoupled predictions. The simple analysis gives mixed performance
with accuracies worse than decoupled analysis below 2000Hz, accuracies between decoupled and
coupled analysis at 2000–4000Hz, and accuracies comparable to coupled analysis above 4000Hz.
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The accuracy of coupled analysis varies substantially with frequency, and it is interesting to
consider the baseplate description, which contains stiffness and resistance terms. Equal elastic and
resistive forces result from baseplate motions at 750Hz, elastic effects dominate below 750Hz,
and resistive effects above 750Hz. Since coupled predictions exceed measured values by more
than 10 dB below this frequency, the elastic description is clearly lacking some important dynamic
details. In the 800–1600Hz range resistive effects dominate, but the baseplate mode count is too
low to produce reliable results. Above 1600Hz, resistive effects dominate, the baseplate mode
count exceeds three, and predictions are generally within 3–5 dB of measured values.

4.3.4. Sound radiation
Measured and predicted A-weighted sound power is compared in Fig. 13. The relations between

the coupled, decoupled, simple, and measured results are similar to those of baseplate vibration.
Decoupled predictions usually exceed coupled predictions by more than 10 dB, further confirming
the importance of mechanism-support coupling and the ability of coupling criterion. Consistent
accuracy is again achieved when the baseplate mode count exceeds three.

The similarity of the sound power and baseplate results suggests that the baseplate dominates
sound radiation. To check this, the sound power contributions of the beam and baseplate are
inferred from measured surface normal velocities and the radiation efficiencies used in the
methodology. Inferred and measured sound powers are shown in Fig. 14. The closeness of the
baseplate contribution to the measured data confirms the dominance of the baseplate.
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The overall A-weighted sound power is predicted relatively well, within 3.5 dB, by coupled
analysis in spite of relatively poor band level accuracy below 2000 Hz. This occurs because the
baseplate radiates most efficiently above its critical frequency of 2000Hz, and A-weighting
deemphasizes low-frequency radiation.

4.3.5. Parametric noise trends
The variation of overall radiated sound power with changes in operating speed, bearing

clearance, and baseplate thickness is now discussed. The parameter range considered is 2–40 Hz
operating speed, 0.076–2.03mm clearance, and 3.2–12.7mm baseplate thickness. One parameter
was varied at a time from a baseline setting of 10 Hz operating speed, 0.51mm clearance, and a
6.4mm baseplate thickness. Predictions by coupled and simple analyses are compared to
measured data in Figs. 15–17.

The coupled and simple analyses predict overall radiation trends with comparable accuracy.
The simple analysis better predicts the speed trend, while the coupled analysis better predicts the
clearance trend. Neither method produces the observed monotonically decreasing thickness trend,
which indicates that with increasing thickness the reduction in plate vibration more than offsets
the increase in radiation efficiency. Although trends are predicted comparably, the coupled
predictions are generally 8–14 dB more accurate than simple predictions and are within 3–5 dB of
the measured data at all but the largest values of clearance and speed. Unlike simple analysis,
coupled analysis predicts the observed breaks in the increasing trends of speed and clearance. The
breaks occur when the sinusoidal shaker force departs substantially from a linear profile before
the beam traverses the clearance and impacts a bearing surface. In the limit of very high speed or
very large clearance no impacts would occur because the beam tip displacement would be less than
the clearance.
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5. Conclusions

A methodology for predicting noise radiation caused by impacts in machine systems consisting
of mechanisms and their support structures has been developed and tested against measurements
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of two mechanical systems. The methodology predicts noise and vibration, ranks noise
contributions, and assesses noise trends due to system parameter variations. The methodology
uses a heuristic energy-based coupling criterion to indicate the importance of dynamic coupling
between a mechanism with nonlinear dynamic behavior and its support structure, based on a
decoupled analysis of a mechanism operating on a rigid base. A coupled analysis that considers
mechanism-support coupling is pursued when the coupling criterion deems the need. The coupling
criterion is observed to indicate the importance of mechanism-support coupling, as well as the
usefulness of the decoupled analysis. In some cases the coupling is observed to significantly affect
vibration and noise radiation of the support structure, while having a relatively minor effect on
the response of the mechanism. The methodology allows for flexibility in the modelling techniques
used to describe mechanisms and their support structures, and two approaches have been
investigated. The first is a simple closed form approach that involves substantial idealization of
the machine system and prescribes a priori the number of impacts per operating cycle. The second
is a numerical approach that describes the distributed mass and flexibility, time-varying kinematic
configurations, and joint clearances of mechanisms and places no prescriptions on impact
behavior. The simple closed form approach is found to compete with the numerical approach
when predicting parametric noise trends, but the numerical approach provides better overall and
band level accuracy. The simple approach may be useful during early stages of design, while the
numerical approach is useful in later stages when better accuracy is needed.

The support structures of the two examined systems are hard-mounted to their mechanisms and
are found to dominate noise radiation. The support structure description is therefore critical to
prediction accuracy. The methodology generally provides 3–5 dB accuracy in sound power band
level when the mode count of the support structure exceeds three. Larger prediction errors at
lower frequencies are almost entirely due to misrepresentation of the support structure. In spite of
this inaccuracy, the methodology essentially achieves its goals of predicting A-weighted sound
power levels to 3 dB and providing most accurate predictions of radiated band levels in the 500–
10,000Hz band of heightened hearing sensitivity.
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